Assistant Registrar
(General Section)
Aligarh Muslim University
Aligarh

This is in reference to your letter Vide D. No. 1344/Gen dated 17.02.2020 regarding the celebration of "Matribhasha Diwas (Mother Language Day)" to provide the activities on the above occasion.

In this regard, Dr. Rizwan Ahmad, Guest Teacher, of the said department organized an essay writing competition on the topic "Diversity in Indian Languages" for the students of the department. Therefore, I am sending herewith the Press Release on "Matribhasha Diwas (Mother Language Day) 2020" for onward transmission to MHRD.

Copy to:
1. Dr. S.M.A. Rizvi, Nodal Officer, IQAC for e-mail to (nakhter.reg@amu.ac.in)
2. Dr. Rizwan Ahmad, Guest Teacher, IDRS & GIS Apps.

Encl: As above
Press Release: 25/02/2020 Interdisciplinary Department of Remote Sensing & GIS Applications

On the occasion of “Matribhasha Diwas” (Mother Language Day) Interdisciplinary Department of Remote Sensing & GIS applications has organized an essay writing competition on 24th Feb 2020. In this regard MSc students actively participated in the event and wrote an Essay in three different languages viz; English, Hindi and Urdu on the topic “Diversity of Indian Languages”. Later students essay copies were evaluated and top three students were selected for appreciation for putting their efforts in prominence of the Indian language diversity, which is one of the symbols of peace and harmony. Prof. Qazi Mazhar Ali, Dean, F/o Science and Chairman of the Interdisciplinary Department of Remote Sensing & GIS Applications praised the writing skills and deliberation on diversity of languages written by the students in the essay competition.